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Preface

experience

fosters

understanding

Experiential design is based on the premise that

experience fosters understanding. As the design

experience becomes more complex and layered,

the significance of design also increases. The result

is effective communication.

Experience is a broad term that encompasses three

major categories related to time: past, present, and

future (fig. 1 ). This thesis project briefly describes the

relationships of these categories, then concentrates

on sensory perception for the actual thesis

application.

Time

Past

Experiences

Present

Experiences

Future

Experiences

memory

personal

experiences

universal

experiences

archetypes

sensory"percep5on"l expectations

sight

hearing predictions

touch

taste assumptions

smell

emotional response

interpretation

This sensory analysis approach to design is a direct

response to our visually-oriented, technological age.

Modern perception is predominantly visual, some

times overlooking our other conscious senses:

touch, hearing, smell, and taste. This thesis proposes

that designs which encompass these other senses

radically enhance the total communication

experience.

Fig. 1 . Experience Model. Dashed box denotes area of

thesis project concentration.
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Introduction

the influences of

anthropology and

communication

Two fields of inquiry, cultural anthropology and

communication, inspired and motivated this thesis

project. Strong beliefs that our society can learn a

great deal from our primitive ancestors and their

methods of communication led to the initial thesis

proposal entitled, "Primitive Perception: An

Exploration in Multi-Sensory Design and Symbolic

Organizational
Methods"

(see Appendix A). The

focus on primitive perception developed into an

investigation of the topic of multi-sensory design.

The sensory analysis approach to design is the only

surviving element from the initial proposal in the

thesis project and application.

Communication involves the transfer of a message

from a sender, through a channel, to a receiver.

Visual communicators are concerned with the visual

interpretation of encoded messages. Graphic design

implies the use of a visual medium; however,

depending on the nature of the message, commu

nication can also stimulate other senses. The

immediate goal of the sensory analysis approach

is a more effective design through heightened

experience. The ultimate goal is to communicate

a meaningful message.

The application topic, homelessness, demonstrates

the sensory analysis approach in the design process

while communicating a prosocial awareness mes

sage to the audience.



Proposal Development and Research

The proposal stage of the thesis project began with

research on the initial statement. This research

precipitated numerous revisions and modifications to

the proposal until the end of the fall quarter. The final

proposal suggested an investigation of all aspects of

experiential design. After considering the numerous

variables surrounding experiential design, one area

of experience, sensory perception, became the focus

for the project and application.

Initial Proposal Statement

The initial topic was based on the premise that "in

our highly technological society we have forgotten

our primitive
values"

(see Appendix A). This early

thesis statement proposed an investigation of

primitive perception and the powers of the senses.

primitive cultures The study of primitive cultures has much to offer our

"advanced"

society. Although we have made great

strides technologically, our culture could learn

important values from the social structure of our

distant ancestors in primitive cultures. Unfortunately,

primitive and modern cultures differ in their basic

needs. The hierarchy of these needs indicate the

value structure of a particular culture. The current

values, or lack thereof, form the basic characteristics

of a culture.

In a primitive culture, survival is the basic motivat

ing force behind all activity. This requires a close

interaction with the natural world. Activities such as

rituals mark changes in seasons which correspond

to planting or harvesting. The knowledge of these

natural cycles requires a complete perceptual

understanding of the physical elements in nature.



primitive communication Communication begins with a message which is first

encoded, then sent, and finally received. Similar to

primitive times, we use verbal messages and written

symbols which provide the basis for our spoken

language and writing. Despite the dominance of

sound and sight in communication, it is probable

that primitive cultures relied heavily on other senses

for survival, whereas we do not.

It is a misconception that our primitive ancestors

had different powers of sensory perception from our

own. "Each perceives better those objects which are

important to him in the conduct of life, and to which

he is in the habit of paying attention, than he does

objects which are meaningless to
him"

(Aldrich,

1969). This statement implies that our modern

culture is neglecting our full sensory capabilities

because all of the senses are not necessary for

survival. We tend to use sight and sound for

communication and our other senses for pleasure.

This neglect is truly unfortunate considering that

"our senses . . . connect us in ways that most of

our cherished ideas never
could"

(Ackerman, 1 992).

At this early point in the thesis proposal and

research stage, it was evident that the senses and

their relation to the process of experiencing could

be a complete topic alone. Preliminary research in

primitive cultures now provided a contrast to the

study of modern communication experiences.



Final Proposal

The entire realm of experience (fig. 1) is very

complex and encompasses many fields of inquiry

such as: past experiences, sensation and perception,

and future expectations based on prior experiences.

This complexity often made it difficult to stay focused

on only those concepts related to design and

communication. Due to the time limitations of this

project, the modes of experience (past, present,

and future) were investigated on a surface level

only. This research helped to provide context for

the project's development.

varied experience The function of "varied
experience"

was a significant

discovery while researching the general modes of

experience. Varying the stimuli in a given context

will
create'

interest whereas repetition causes

alertness to decrease.

Variation in stimulation can occur not only when

the external environment changes but also when

the organism itself behaves. And even the

reaction to an externally produced change in

stimulation provides new stimulation or

experience.

Fiske and Maddi, 1961

This supported the validity of using multiple sensory

stimuli in design. By increasing awareness of the

senses, perceptual capabilities are encouraged.

In this way, monotony would be avoided as well. In

the final thesis application, varied media are used to

compare multiple sensory stimuli and retain audience

interest. It is especially effective in the educational

field to vary the experience because each individual

student processes information differently.



Although the world of our senses is an innate part of

our existence, we often overlook what is closest to us

sensation and deny our vast sensory capabilities. To a certain

degree, we can survive on limited sensory stimulation

(sight and hearing). Dangerous materials are usually

marked clearly so that we do not have to directly

sense them. However, we often crave our other

senses for pleasure (smell, touch, and taste). Would

addressing more of the senses in design make a

more meaningful experience or would it approach

a level of unnecessary complication?

We can address the senses, directly or indirectly,

through the different forms of media used in design.

Direct stimulation occurs when we actually see a

word or image, hear a sound, smell a scent, and

so on. A direct stimulation design application occurs

when a perfume advertisement provides the actual

scent of the perfume itself. Indirect stimulation, or

synesthesia, occurs when one sensory cue stimu

lates another sense. For example, a photograph of

an apple might cause us to imagine the apple's flavor

and sound when we bite into it. The cognition of

gustatory and auditory stimulation in this case is

a synesthetic response. The indirect method is an

effective way of simulating the actual experience

of the original object.



Perception covers two main states of being:

consciousness and unconsciousness. Conscious

perception receives information from the five senses

(sight, hearing, touch, taste, and smell). Unconscious

perception perception encompasses our intuitive and emotional

responses. Would designs that stimulate multiple

senses, even at unconscious levels, be more useful

in captivating an audience? If so, in which situations

would multi-sensory designs be most appropriate?

Aspects of these questions resurfaced in the final

application of the thesis project.

11
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Project Development

choosing a topic Upon completion of a finalized proposal, the project

development stage began. The first step was to

choose an application topic that could fulfill the

objectives in the project proposal (see Appendix B).

The topic would have to contain a variety of sensory

stimuli, be presented in several mediums, and remain

a unified system. After generating an array of topics,

it became evident that conveying a strong social

message would be beneficial criteria for the project.

The generated topics focused on three main areas:

environmental (recycling, endangered animals),

social (homelessness, AIDS, crime), and political

(economics, military, equal rights). After much

deliberation, homelessness was chosen to be

the topic of a hypothetical educational program.

The synthesis of different media into one unified

design system was a suitable plan for an educational

program. The diversity in learning styles among

students would be addressed through using various

media. Developing the logistics of the educational

package was more complex than expected. There

were many variables to consider: the mediums, the

activities in the program, the presentation package,

and the role the senses would play throughout the

entire system. It was often difficult to conceptualize

the synthesis of all of these areas while focusing on

the topic of homelessness.

the matrix

Fig. 2. a (above)Matrix: Homelessness Bnd the Senses,

b (below) shows the sensory
experiences of a

non-

homeless person.

A useful way of organizing a lot of information is to

construct a matrix. One of the early matrixes in the

project development stage focuses strictly on the

relationship between the five senses and the physical

and emotional experiences of someone who is

homeless (fig. 2a). A parallel matrix investigates

someone who is not homeless (fig. 2b).

13



Sensory Analysis Matrix

L. Sisson 4/8/93

original objects crate blanket can shoes eyeglasses newspaper plastic bag cardboard box

natural eharactorittio* wood wool melal K3,fc lhin/thick

brown fibrous cotd daty kghVheavy
dirty woven silver flexible transparent smooth/sharp
rough warm rtrttedive back/while

Hal coloryellow smooth synthetic scratched Itaobte

amorphous rtdges rubber light

cylindrical sofl hard

hard hard

smooth

lexlured

brown

llexible

sensory characteristics

phyaloa* i visual visual visual visual

tadHe tactile ladle ladHe
texture texture texture texture

temperature weight

auditory

shape

tactile

shape

visual

iadHe

thickness

audtory

otaclory

visual

lad ile

texture

visual

tactile

texture

primary aynaathatlo aensation

functional use

uses to homeifta* (prioritized) warmth lood

bundle belongings container

recycle

semiotic representations

grocery store bed label leei eyes news sland Irashcan product p<

pubic market doset lood socks eye glass case dumpsler

produce can opener

shelves

shoe prints

aymbotlo

design implementation

sequential order

primary role In project recyding projecl scenario

activity
si on while wear

at computer

collect cans symbolize shelier

printed components

traditional manual
photograph photograph photograph photograph photograph photograph photograph photograph

emboss emboss emboss emboss

non-traditional manual
wood labric panel sheet metal plexi-glass newspaper

electronic component

multi-media* program



The development of these matrixes proved to be an

important part in the process because the elements

of the topic and their relation to the project were

able to be clearly classified and compared. From

these matrixes, visual depictions of the items were

collected. Not all of the items on the matrix could

be found in a visual form. This search helped to

identify areas that required special attention later.

For example, items related to the sense of touch

were easy to find, whereas elements relating to

the sense of smell were more difficult to find.

A more complex version of these matrixes was used

later in the project development to illustrate how the

senses related to the actual educational program

on homelessness. (fig. 3) This matrix also showed

the sensory analysis approach in use during the

design process.

objects and activities

Fig. 3. Matrix: Sensory Analysis Approach

During the majority of the project development stage,

many objects related to homelessness were planned

to be included in the educational package. Each

object would be associated with one of the five

senses. For example, a blanket would signify touch,

a canned food would signify taste. The activities

suggested in the program would correspond with the

objects and reinforce each appropriate sense. This

approach generated many ideas useful to the project.

However, in the final application this procedure was

modified. Instead of trying to force certain objects,

activities, and the appropriate sense together,

objects were chosen by their relation to the topic of

homelessness first. Then an activity was designed to

utilize the object effectively in relation to as many

senses as possible. Information gathered from this

phase was helpful in designing the final application.

15



Application

The objective of graphic design is to visually

communicate a message, ft is the designer's

responsibility to analyze the original object or

concept and effectively transpose it through a

particular medium. In the research stage, a designer

often gathers visual imagery related to the subject.

A design may range from having a clear, direct

message and layout to having a more abstract,

indirect message and layout (fig. 4). The ambiguity

in the abstract design will cause interest or possibly

confusion if the viewer is not familiar with the specific

code. The chosen medium may also add another

layer of abstraction.

An exhibit that closely simulates a realistic

environment is on one end of the spectrum of

experience while a work printed on paper is more

abstract, relying on words, symbols, and images

portraying the original experience. An example of

the contrast between real and abstract would be

a museum exhibit which re-creates the entire

environment of displayed works of art or artifacts,

and a printed brochure which uses verbal descrip

tions and imagery. The experience of walking

through the exhibit is completely different from

reading the brochure.

real abstract

~* ?

realistic exhibit design electronic interactive media

printed materials

Fig. 4. The Reality/Abstraction Spectrum showing examples of the

relationship between designs closely depicting elements of reality and

those which are more abstract. The abstract designs must use words,

symbols, and imagery to communicate an experience.

17



The degree of clarity from the original concept to

the application is the designer's discretion. A close

interpretation of the original, afforded by
non-

traditionalmedium (f ig.5), will possess many of its

physical characteristics and directly stimulate the

senses. A more abstract interpretation, such as a

traditional printed or electronic media, will be farther

away from the original and only contain suggestive

characteristics. The senses will rely on indirect

stimulation, or synesthesia.

electronic media

traditional printmedia

non-traditional print media

object

the original object

or concept to be

communicated

representation

the medium and

interpretation of

the original object

interpretation

the audience

who will perceive

and experience

the design

Fig. 5. The Model of Various Media in Communication shows

the relationship of direct and indirectmedia
in the experiential

process from the object, its design representation, to the

audiences interpretation (adapted from Zakia's Semiotic Model)

19



Limitations of

different media

Not every media lends itself to directly addressing

all of the senses. Different formats of communication,

such as printed or video/electronic, afford different

sensory stimulation. In order to address several

senses, different media can be incorporated into

one project. The senses that cannot be stimulated

directly may be addressed through synesthesia.

The diagram in figure 5 illustrates the relationships

between the original object or concept, the different

mediums that interpret this concept, and the

perceiving audience. The educational program

on homelessness utilizes three forms of media,

(direct materials, print, and interactive computer)

and focuses on the primary sensory stimulation

that each medium affords in relation to the topic.

For example, physical materials and textures

associated with homelessness are emphasized

in two of the media. The interactive computer

program focuses on recorded sounds related

to homelessness.

21



Educational Program Proposal

In the original frame of our mind, our strongest

attention is confined to ourselves; our next is

extended to our relations and acquaintances;

and lis only the weakest which reaches to

strangers and indifferent persons.

Hume 1896

purpose In our society, individuals frequently overlook the

external consequences of their personal actions and

view both local and international problems as the

responsibility of someone else. "People learn to help

through reinforcement, the effects of rewards and

punishment for helping, and modeling, observing

others who
help"

(Sears et al. 1985). Without proper

reinforcement and positive models, people become

separated from their social obligations and concerns.

Soon, the initiative to solve external problems is too

distant from the personal concerns of each individual.

This unfortunate state will only increase current

problems, ultimately affecting every individual,

concerned or not.

Intrinsically, most "people would like to help [a person

or worthy cause, but] they realize that costs [of some

kind] are involved, costs that they would perhaps

rather not
assume"

(Sears et al. 1985). Through

an interactive learning program that emphasizes

prosocial behavior early in their development,

children will be encouraged to be responsible adults.

23



Like all propositions of common-sense

morality, the supposition that we have special

responsibilities toward some people but not

toward others is rooted most firmly in our

intuitions about concrete cases. It may be hard

to characterize these special responsibilities in

any general terms, but Ihe mere enumeration

of them is not
difficult.'

Goodin 1 985

InterAction: "an interactive

educationalprogram that

gets young people

involved in the world

around them
"

InterAction is a proposed interactive educational

program that gets young people involved in the

world around them. The audience for this program

is comprised of children ranging in ages from 8-12,

grades 3-6. The program consists of a series of

prosocial activities for young people. Enhancing

and varying each experience will directly influence

the interest in the given topics. Distributed monthly,

the program will be accessed through a school for

classroom use. Individuals may also choose to

subscribe to the program on their own. Each activity

will involve an issue under the topic of social ethics

and responsibility. The issues and their correspond

ing activities will influence the participants to widen

their "international, inter-generational, and interper

sonal responsibilities as well as [their] duties toward

animals and natural
environments"

(Goodin 1985).

The activities and information will be extremely

diverse and varied.

25



design considerations To retain interest in the program, the format,

participation level, and degree of responsibility of

each activity varies each month. The characteristics

of each issue also varies in order to intrigue and

stimulate the participant. These characteristics

include: syntax (the design style and elements used),

semantics (the meaning and appropriateness of the

design elements in relation to the issue's topic), and

the pragmatic concerns of the format (the physical

and practical considerations and limitations). By

changing the format of each activity and addressing

all of the senses over a period of time, a range of

significant experiences for the students will result.

audience

sample topic: homelessness

ages 8-12 (grades 3-6)

The educational package addressing homelessness

is comprised of three parts: the display panels,

the project manual, and the interactive computer

program. Exhibited in the participating school, the

display panels provide an overview of homelessness

for the other students in the school who are not

involved in the project. The display panels could

alternatively be displayed in the classroom so

students may personally interact with the interesting

materials which form the panels.

The project manual is the teacher's guide to the

project. It briefly introduces and maps the entire

program providing helpful activity suggestions, a

resource guide to organizations concerned with

homelessness, and a bibliography used to create

this educational package. The interactive computer

software is on a
3.5"

disk located in the back cover

of the project manual.

27



The interactive computer program is divided into

three sedions: fads on homelessness, activities, and

resources. The activities section asks the students to

participate in scenarios on being homeless, including

finding necessary items for shelter and nourishment.

The entire class is encouraged to do the discussion

questions which follow each activity. After completing

the educational package on homelessness, the class

will have a more heightened awareness towards the

issue and better understanding of the situation than

if they had only read about it in a text book.

overallmessage loneliness, hunger, desperation, unfairness,

discomfort, uncleanliness

a hopeful solution

materials used items and things associated with shelter and

the need for warmth: corrugated cardboard, plastic

bags, blankets, coats

proposed activities contad a homeless shelter and arrange to

volunteer 3-6 hours that week

organize a canned food, or clothing drive in

the neighborhood, school, or youth group

in a group accompanied by an adult, distribute

blankets to homeless people

come up with your own short term or long range

solutions to the problem, learn the corred

channels that your process will require, then

adually try your solution

29





Final Application Specifications

In this educational program on homelessness,

different design formats create a variety of

experiences. Each medium has inherent character

istics which limit the capabilities of full sensory

stimulation. Instead of trying to simulate all sensa

tions in all three mediums, each design format

concentrates on the sensations capable of that

medium in communicating the topic of homelessness.

the display panels The display panels are designed to be exhibited

in the school where this program is implemented

(fig. 6). The display panels present a narrative

approach on one side, and an informational

overview of homelessness on the other.

The panels contain found objects in an attempt

to realistically evoke the homeless environment.

This unique approach is not suitable for all topics

or situations, but in this case it clearly illustrates the

significant items associated with living in the streets.

Various materials such as asphalt, corrugated

cardboard, and newsprint provide a dired connec

tion to those materials experienced by a homeless

person. These materials give direct tactile and

visual cues.

Fig. 6. Display Panels

7 in. x 8 in. (each panel)

found objects

(see Appendix C for documentation)
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fne project manual The projed manual is a teacher's reference guide

to the entire projed (fig. 7). ft briefly explains the

activities, lists national organizations about

homelessness, and offers helpful suggestions

about the projects use.

The projed manual is a more traditional approach

to graphic design because it is printed on paper. In

this way it differs from other materials used in the

display panels, and can only represent or suggest

them. The manual is printed on paper which has low

relief textures, torn edges, and visual textures that

imitate the condition of the original materials related

to homelessness. It is technically possible to have

embossed textures, deckled edges, and fragrances

in conventional printing, but it is also very expensive.

Despite its conventional material, paper, there are

some irregular features that can only be executed

by hand.

Although the sense of smell is the most dired

path to our memory (Ackerman 1992), odors related

to the topic of homelessness might cause a negative

readion in the perceiving audience. Therefore, tadile

stimulation is the focus of this medium. Because the

tactile characteristics are limited to paper, visual

depidions of texture are also used to reinforce the

physical surface of the original objeds.

Fig. 7. Project Manual Sample

4.25 in. x 8.5 in.

recycled paper

(see Appendix D for documentation)

33



activities: scenarios

where will you find food?

where is the kitchen to cook the food?

' where is the bathroom?



the interactive computer

program

The interadive computer program is the core of the

projed application providing the students with fads,

adivities, and resources on homelessness (fig.8).

The eledronic medium is distanced from the original

objeds toward a more abstrad interpretation (fig. 4)

because it inherently contains no characteristics

diredly related to the topic. The computer environ

ment must rely completely on simulated cues.

Fortunately, recorded sounds enable the computer

to seem realistic and lifelike. Various recorded

sounds are played in this program when specific

buttons are activated or cards open. When this card

opens (fig. 8), the sound of a car engine is heard.

The event of typing on the keyboard or clicking the

mouse provides tactile stimulation in the interadive

computer program. However, these activities are

grouped with the functioning of the media format

itself, and are far removed from the tadile

stimulations related to the topic of homelessness.

Fig. 6. Interactive Computer Program Sample

screen 47 of 65

8 in. x 10 in. (each screen)

Aldus Supercard 1 .6

(see Appendix E for documentation)
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project evaluation

please answer the following questions

(comments are appreciated)

1. the display

panels

which features of this piece are most effective in conveying a message?

(circle one)

the found materials: wood, asphalt, metal . . .

the hand-written message side: "my name is Yvette Diaz

the typed informational side: "to be homeless in america: causes, solutions

the combination of found materials

and visual/ verbal information

2. the project

manual

please check which design elements seem most appropriate for the topic

of homelessness?

additional

comments:

I | recycled paper

] ] size of book

I | torn edges

| ~] textured cover

|"

] one color

(instead of full color)

| ] style of type

[ I newspaper quality images

| ] handwritten sections

j | style of icons and symbols

3. the interactive

computer

program

this interadive program uses color, scanned images/ textures,

and recorded sounds

do you think the nature of homelessness is communicated well through the

use of the computer?

yes no

4. all three pieces

combined

based on the theory that everyone learns differently (through seeing, hearing,
touching, etc.) do you agree that combining different mediums in this application

is an effective educational program for children?

agree

1

disagree

5
?



Evaluation

The Questionnaire

The first evaluation vehicle for the thesis project was

a brief questionnaire in the college gallery where the

projed was displayed. This meant that participants

were the general public with a high concentration of

people familiar with the visual arts. There were four

questions (fig. 9): one for each of the three mediums

and one to evaluate the the effectiveness of the three

pieces combined. Approximately 83% (29 out of 35)

of the evaluations were completed. In general,

positive feedback indicated that the objectives of

the project were accomplished.

display panel results The questionnaire results indicated that a

combination of found materials and visual/verbal

information on the display panels was most effective

in depiding the topic. Specifically, the hand-written

side of the display panels was very visually and

emotionally powerful . One comment read, "the

found objects piece was very dramatic and really

got the point
across."

project manual results One objective of the project manual was to focus

on the communication value of texture as it relates to

the tactile experience. The distribution of results from

the project manual question showed an

overwhelmingly favorable response to the torn

edges. Other design elements that were felt to be

appropriate for the topic were the use of recycled

paper and, once again, hand-written text.

Fig. 9. Questionnaire Sample
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interactive computer

results

75% of the responses indicated that the condition of

homelessness was communicated well through the

use of a computer program. The computer format

demonstrated how sound can be used in design. Due

to gallery restrictions the computer demonstration

model was only exhibited the night of the thesis show

opening. This limitation forced the questionnaire to

refrain from asking specifically about the impad of

using sound in this way.

combined media results The majority of the evaluation responses indicated

that combining different mediums in the application

would be an effective educational tool. One of the

most favorable comments read, "It seems that the

more you involve the children's senses in education

the more interested the children become. This

obviously aides in the learning
process."

This

response highlights one of the main objectives of

the project application.

suggestions and

improvements

Suggestions for improving the entire project involved

simplifying the vocabulary in the computer program

and the information side of the display panels. This

valid comment was addressed by modifying some of

the more complex sentences and terms. If the project

were to be implemented in an actual educational

environment, editors specifically suited for

elementary level students would be consulted.
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Intended Audience Evaluation

A second project evaluation involved participants

closer to the age level for which the educational

projed was designed. Ten children at the

kindergarten level were available for testing.

The discrepancy between the grade levels (3-6)

of the proposed audience and the available

participants required some minor editing in the

computer program. For example, large text blocks

were modified to simpler sentences with larger type.

The display panels and the project manual remained

the same. Most children at this age are capable of

reading but their vocabulary is very limited and may

often require assistance from the teacher. If this

educational program were to be implemented at

the kindergarten level, an audible narration

accompanying the text in the computer program

would be seriously considered.

display panel results In groups of 3 or 4, the children were asked to look

at and touch the display panels. Many were curious

and asked, "how did you do
this?"

Some tried to

name each material while others focused on touching

the panels. The asphalt panel was most intriguing to

the children. One student folded up the panels to its

book form, lifted it above his head, and remarked

that this was heavier than a normal book. Overall,

the children seemed to enjoy the unique qualities of

the display panels.
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interactive computer

program results

The children were then asked to observe the

computer program which was set to play

continuously. The purpose of the evaluation was

mostly to see how children reacted to the sounds

throughout the program. Without instruction, all

participants attempted to immediately identify each

sound as it played. When asked if they enjoyed the

computer with these particular sounds they agreed

unanimously. To the children, the pictures of the

homeless people were
"sad"

and the colors were

"boring."

Although it was the intent of the designer

to communicate the negativity of the topic, the

extent of this goal should be carefully considered

in accordance with the audience's maturity level.

This observation addressed the challenge of retaining

young children's interest in such a dark topic.

Overall, the children responded favorably when

asked if they would like to use this program in their

classroom. However, when asked to choose between

the display panels and the computer program only

three out of ten children chose the computer.

Possibly, the children were more interested in the

display panels because of its unique materials

whereas the the computer format is more familiar

to them. Maybe tadile stimulation is more significant

than visual and auditory stimulation. Further

investigation with this age group would allow

these speculations to be more conclusive.
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project manual results The teacher of the kindergarten class was asked to

evaluate the project manual in addition to the display

panels and the computer program. She was very

interested in both the project manual's form and

content. The torn edges, textured cover, and

handwritten sections were especially favored by the

teacher. She was also pleased about the objects and

their activities remarking that it was "a good idea to

suggest multiple uses for things we use
everyday."

combinedmedia results The teacher strongly agreed that the entire

educational program would be "helpful in teaching

[her] students about different aspects of our world .

some being ... not so wonderful, [for instance],

homelessness."

future considerations At the beginning of the application stage it was

assumed that the audience would be literate.

However, after testing this educational program on

children who are just learning to read, maybe the

most suitable audience for multi-sensory design

is in fad one deficient in reading skills. To an

audience that can read, auditory and tactile

stimulations may be only supplemental to the text.

An audience that cannot read must rely on their

other senses to process information. Multi-sensory

design has a potential to communicate a message

regardless of the audience's knowledge of the

written word.
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Conclusion

Due to the nature and limitations of different

mediums and a particular subject matter, it may be

inappropriate, if not impossible to directly stimulate

all of the senses all of the time. There are also

thresholds of sensory overload
which may cause

confusion in the participant when all the senses

are directly stimulated at once. The
designer must

clearly define the desired extent
of dired and indirect

sensory cues when choosing
media formats for

particular concepts and messages. A pragmatic

consideration for the designer and client pertains

to budget. Unfortunately, the sensory analysis

approach is potentially expensive for mass

production. Economic reasons may be a large

part of why our modern
communication media is

dominated by visual and auditory stimuli.

The experiential design approach provides an

alternative to the conventional design process.

By incorporating the sensory analysis approach

in the ideation process, the designer will have a

wider range of experiential information to use in an

application than strictly visual imagery. If a design

appropriately stimulates multiple senses, it will be

more significant and contextually related to the

intent of the communicated message.
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Thesis: Initial Proposal Statement

Primitive Perception:

An Exploration in Multi-Sensory Design
and Symbolic Organizational Methods

Laurel Sisson

9/9/92

Areas ofInvestigation:

Primitive Senses

Primitive Symbols

It is a misconception that our primitive ancestors had different powers of

sensory perception than ours. "Each perceives better those objeds which

are important to him in the conduct of life, and to which he is in the habit of

paying attention, than he does objeds which are meaningless to
him."

In our

visually oriented culture we should learn from our predecessors the value of

multi-sensory stimuli and their impad on perception.

The power of the symbol was much greater in primitive cultures than it is in

ours. The primitive symbol "acted as a focus for the interest of both

consciousness and the
unconscious."

Unlike our modern symbols that are

merely signs, the primitive symbol struck an inner psychical chord. Today,

rather than using the symbol in its conventional sign/meaning relationship

the symbol should be used in a more indired manner and communicate to

our unconscious. If the structures of ancient symbols were used as organiza

tional methods for the graphic designer, how would this affed the veiwer's

perception of the design and its meaning?

Problem Statement

Situation Analysis

By investigating primitive perception.the powers of the senses and symbols

in primitive man, the designer will have valuable insight in multi-sensory

design and symbolic organizational methods to apply in modern design.

In our highly technological society we have forgetten our primitive values.

We no longer utilize our senses and symbols to the degree that our prede

cessors used theirs. Modern perception is visually dominant, overlooking our

other conscious senses (tadile, auditory, olfadory, and taste) and ignoring
our unconscious. In primitive cultures, the symbol aroused the unconscious

unlike our symbols today that function merely as signs. As the designer

becomes more aware of primitive perception valuing consciousness as well

as the unconscious, she will be have more meaningful design variables

and references.

Application An information guide using multi-sensory design and symbolic organizational

methods. The guide will focus on world-wide environmental and social

issues. The target audience has not yet been determined. Possible audien-

cesmay be: primary school children, high school students, or community-

wide organizations.
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Thesis Project Component Plan

Experiential Design

College of Imaging Arts and Sciences

Rochester Institute of Technology

Laurel Sisson

Rochester, New York

November, 1992



Project Title Experiential Design

Designer/Address Laurel Sisson

137 Colony Manor Drive

Rochester, NY 14623

Situation Analysis/

Documentation of Need

The products of our visually oriented culture often neglect our

non-visual senses and deny us a complete perceptual experience.

Although some media is now more interactive with the senses,

vision continues to be the dominant sense in contemporary

communication. In the design process, these physiological and

psychological components relating to sensation and perception are

often either addressed improperly or completely overlooked.

Problem Statement

and Description

Based on the research and synthesis of various psychological

and design theories and processes, I will establish an experiential

design theory.Through a range of interactive design formats I will

implement the experiential design theory and justify the need for an

awareness of experiential design.The results of this research and

experimentation will be evaluated according to appropriateness in

different graphicdesign media.

Mission Statement The design prototypes will be constructed, tested, and evaluated

according to the experiential design theory.



Organizational Framework Goals

Theory

Content

Audience

Application

Objectives

Processes and Strategies

Establish an experiential design theory

Research experiential psychology theories and design

processes

Research the theories of psychology relating to experience and behavior

Research communication theories and semantic differential

Diagram the design process

Construct a new theory based on the research

Construct a matrix combining psychological and communication

design theories

Establish a new theory from the matrix

Establish a theoretical basis for effective design applications

Gather information pertaining to psychology and design

Collect any information relating to behavioral psychology, sensation,

perception, communication theories, and the design process

Develop a different approach to design

Suggest any conceptual changes or additional areas that should be

explored in the field of design

Educate and present a useful theory to designers

Address professional designers and educators so that they are

aware of the importance of the experience factor in design

Choose specific areas in design to target (student to prpfessional)

Analyze the factors in each area of design

Target the theory to specific groups in design and analyze their

relevance and appropriateness of the theory in the evaluation

Project how the theory will impact each group of designers

Project the designer's future without the theory

Apply the relating psychological theories to forms of design

Utilize the experiential design theory in different levels of design

Implement the theory in two-dimensional, three-dimensional, and

multi-media electronic designs

Conduct an experiment allowing designers and non-designers

to experience the design prototypes

Choose subjects who will experience the designs in a controlled situation

(planned experiment) and an uncontrolled situation (thesis show)

Display the data from the controlled experiment

Display matrixes relating the theories



Technology Analyze how different technologies affect experience

Apply the theory using conventional printing materials

(two-dimensional and three-dimensional)
Collect conventional and non-conventional printing material

Apply the theory using unconventionalmaterials

Collect other sensory stimulants (aromas, music, etc )

Apply the theory to an electronic medium

Explore modern forms of design: interactive media programs

Design

Evaluation

Generate experimental designs relating to the experiential

theory while maintaining design Integrity

Experiment with design methods and materials

Research the experience component in design history from a range of

disciplines (graphic, industrial, interior, exhibit)

Maintain the integrity of the design while integrating new findings

address formal design elements: syntax, semantics, pragmatics

Project the impact of this theory on design

Briefly project the future of design, and social implications

Measure the appropriateness of the experiential design theory
and its effectiveness when applied to specific forms of design

Evaluate the existing theories in psychology and design

select the most applicable
"experiential"

theories

Evaluate the prototypes according to the new theory and their

effectiveness as designs

Establish suitable criteria and measurement procedures

Organize results from experiment

Interpret the results relate the results to the theory

Conclude the usefulness and appropriateness of the theory

Use discrepancy information to revise and improve program



Estimated Expenses Experimental and Application Materials

computer disks $140

conventional printing materials $20

unconventional materials $20

miscellaneous $20

Thesis book

laser paper $10

book covers (3) $20

Experimental Constraints Ideally, a wide range of prototypes and materials should be explored.

Unfortunately, time, resource, and monetary limitations will only

permit a selected number of models to be constructed and tested.

Dissemination The final documentation of the thesis will be organized so that it

will serve as an experimental reference for students and faculty
at RIT. Conceptually, the information and resulting application are

intended for graphic designers; however, the book is not intended

to be published or printed elsewhere at this time.



Time Implementation Plan RIT Fall Quarter, September 2- November 16, 1992

(see attached flow chart) Proposal Stage

Weekly meetings with Roger Remington and Deborah Beardlee

Write formal proposal

Contact thesis committee members

Arrange tentative committee meeting dates

Collect basic information for proposal

RIT Winter Quarter, December 1 -February 26, 1993

Research Stage

Full Committee Meeting: Week 1

Weekly meetings with chief advisor

Bi-weekly meetings with advisors, Pam Blum and Richard Zakia

Research experiential theories in psychology

Interview specialists and professors in psychology

Research communication theories in design

Develop matrixes relating psychology and design concepts

Establish theory

Collect conventional and non-conventional printing materials

Contact places experimenting with sensory material

Application Stage

Full Committee Meeting: Week 5

Weekly meetings with chief advisor

Bi-weekly meetings with advisors, Pam Blum and Richard Zakia

Costruct the prototypes for experiment

Briefly evaluate results and decide if more data is needed

RIT Spring Quarter, March 9-May 21, 1993

Experimental Stage

Full Committee Meeting: Week 1

Weekly meetings with chief advisor

Bi-weekly meetings with advisors, Pam Blum and Richard Zakia

Define experimental format and predictions

Select subjects for experiment

Conduct experiment

Briefly evaluate results and decide if more data is needed

Conduct second experiment (if needed)

Consider additional or alternative data collecting

Evaluation Stage

Committee meeting: Week 6

Evaluate theory in retrospect

Evaluate experiment

Conclude results in thesis book

Project and suggest future ideas

Committee evaluation of project

Thesis Show April 26- May 1 3, 1 993

Committee Meeting: Week 10

Edit thesis book

Book signing

RIT Graduation, May 22, 1993
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Glossary term

definition

supplemental information

abstract

pertaining to art consisting ofpatterns or shapes not necessarily

resembling anything in the real or imaginary world; of any art in

which subjectmatter and images are either entirely absent or

deemphasized (Hobbs, 330)

adaptation

the decrement in responding with repeated stimulus

presentations (Nevin, 35)
the activity of the perceptual systems, as well as their structure and

organization, is adapted to pick up environmental information useful to the

animal (Warren/Carterette, 13)

response diminishes with repeated stimulus presentations (Nevin, 36)

the process of satiation or adaptation appears to be a characteristic effect

of the presentationof most appetitive or reinforced stimuli, and perhaps

also of some stimuli regarded as neutral (Nevin, 36)

aesthetic value

unity in variety -Hutcheson (Stiny/Carterette,146)
this canon is intuitively appealing, but lacks the precision needed for

rigorous application or testing; measuring unity is often problematical

(Stiny/Carterette, 146)

assimilation effect

a pattern of small units of one color superimposed over a

different background color that causes the color underneath

to shift its value and hue somewhat toward that of the pattern

(Hobbs, 331)

associationism

ways in which successively experienced sensations or ideas

could result in the formation of a bond uniting them, so that one

sufficed to evoke another (Nevin, 8)
associationists suchas James Mill (1773-1836) were concerned

with relations that were less likely to be unifrom across individuals, but

arose through chance conjunction of experiences (Nevin, 8)

such associations were said to depene on factors such as frequency,

recency, temporal proximity, and vividness of the component sensations

and ideas'clearly, they were not to be regarded as inborn or independent of

experience, as in the case of reflexes (Nevin, 8)



Glossary Assoclatlonlsm-Emplriclsm Theory
(continued) assumes all conscious experience to consist of sensations,

memory images of sensation, and the arbitrary
linkages

between them that have been forged by the individual's mind

in the course of its encounters with the structure of the world

(Hochberg/Carterette, 229)
Gestalt theory rejected these mechanistic and atomistic premises,

expalining that what we perceive reflects the characteristics
of underlying

brain fields (Hochberg/Carterette, 229)

balance

a perception that opposing parts
- right and left, top and

bottom, foreground and background- of an artwork are in

balance, that the various visual weights andpsychological

weights have been equalized (Hobbs, 331)

classical conditioning

conditioning that does not involve any dependency between a

response and a consequent stimulus, instead, it involves a

dependency between a prior stimulus and an eliciting stimulus

(Nevin, 72)

closure

the tendency to perceive an incomplete shape as complete

(Hobbs, 330)

cognition

a general term covering all the various modes of knowing:

perceiving, remembering, imagining, conceiving, judging,

reasoning (Drever, 41)

preferences among possible perceptual inputs are predictable from

characteristics of ongoing information processing

collective unconscious

term employed by analysts for those elements in the

individual's unconscious derived from the experiences of the

race; employed to a considerable extent by Jung (Drever, 41)

color

technically a sensation in the retina of the eye resulting from

light waves of varying lengths, but normally a perceived quality
of an object (Hobbs, 332)

color constancy

the tendency to perceive the color of an object as unchanging
regardless of variations in the amount of light falling on the

object (Hobbs, 333)

10



Glossary
(continued)

communication

the transmission or exchange of ideas, information, etc.; a line

of connection; a channel (Funk and Wagnalls, 274)
the nonverbal system is specialized for representing and processing

environmental information, whereas the verbal system is by definition

specialized for communication (Paivio/Pick,40)

the communicative function of the verbal system cannot go on in

isolation but depends, instead, on communication between the verbal

and the image-generating system, since it presumably contains much of

the semantic information about which we communicate (Paivio/Pick,40)

consciousness

a character belonging to certain processes or events in the living

organism, which must be regraded as unique, and therefore as

indefinable in terms of anything else, but which can perhaps be

best described as a view of these processes and events, as it

were, from the inside; the individual is, as it were, inside what is

happening (Drever, 48)

continuity

a single feature or a series of features that extends throughout

a large part of a composition; an aid to unity (Hobbs, 333)

contrast

the use of opposite effects in close proximity

(Funk and Wagnalls, 294)

deprivation

the operation of withholding stimuli (Nevin, 36)

design process

the designer's methodological stages such as: research,

ideation, application, and evaluation

design as communication

it is the designer's task to communicate perceptions of life through the

media of physical form, to provide the shell in which human activities will

exist, to design the physical features of space that provide for human

perception, and to provide the features that allow for cognitive, affective,

and symbolic inferences (Hooper/Carterette, 178)

drive

inferred states of the organism that tend to draw attention

away from the critical events that occurred in the organism's

past (Nevin, 36)

echolocation

facial vision of the blind (Kennedy/Carterette, 100)
the eye substitutes for the ear in lipreading, and the ear reciprocates in

echolocation. a skill that is a poor exchange for vision

(Kennedy/Carterette, 100)

11



Glossary environment

(continued) the aggregate of external circumstances, conditions, and
things

that affect the exestence and development of an individual,

organism, orgroup (Funk and Wagnalls, 443)

environmental art

an artwork that surrounds the viewer on all, or nearly all, sides

(Hobbs, 334)

environmental perception

the perceptual systems are, by necessity, well adapted to pick up
useful

information about the environment (Warren/Carterette, 15)

epigenesis

the feature of the perceptual systems requiring that theymust

be flexible and adaptable to the changing demands of the

environment and the changing needs of the animal

(Warren/Carterette, 14)
this epigenisis of a perceptual system is marked by increasing selectivity,

specificity, and economy of information pickup (Warren/Carterette, 14)

experience

actual participation in or direct contact with something;

knowledge or skill derived from actualparticipationor kirect

contact rather thatn from mere study, interest, etc.; the period

of time during whic one has been directly occupiecd in

something; the totality of one's judgements or reactions with

regard to something directly met with or engaged in

(Funk and Wagnalls, 468)

figure/ ground

in perception, the tendency to divide a visual pattern into two

kinds of shapes with figure(s) appearing to be on top of and

surrounded by the ground (Hobbs, 335)

form and function

the relationship between the form and the function of architecture is one

that has been the subject of ongoing debate in architectural circles since

Sullivan stated that form followed function. Moholy-Nagy asserts, for

example, that

In all fields of creation, workers are striving today to findpurely functional

solutions ofa technical-biological kind; that is, to build up each piece of

work solely from the elements which are required for its function

[Moholy-Nagy, 1946, p. 61]. Hooper/Carterette. 166)

grouping

bringing unity to an artwork by clustering things in groups

(Hobbs, 336)

habituation

the waning of a response tendency under repeated stimulation

(Nevin,379)
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Glossary imprinting
(continued) the phenomenon in which a stimulus acquires its significance

for an organism simply by virtue of its presentation at a

particularpehod in the organism's lifetime (Nevin, 37)

Jung, Carl Gustav, 1875-1961

Swiss psychologist, psychiatrist and author who developed

theories such as the collective unconscious

kinesthetic sense

awareness of one's own body movements (Hobbs, 338)

Law of Effect

Behavior can be strengthened by some consequences and

weakened by others -Thorndike,1898 (Nevin, 38)

learning set

the way in which relationships among stimulus properties may

come to control responding independently of the specific stimuli

that are involved (Nevin, 61 )

memory

that characteristic of living organisms, in virtue of which what

they experience leaves behind effects which modify future

experience and behaviorism in virtue of which they have a

history and that history is recorded in themselves; that

characteristic which underlies all learning, the essential

feature of which is retention (Drever, 165)
long-term memory and perception use the same systems and

are continuous

the functional representations of the nonverbal system (as expressed in

drawings, imagery, and so on), are analogous and continuous in nature,

and are haighly isomorphic with perceptual information (Paivio/Pick, 42)

environmental infromation is represented in long-term memory basically in

a perceptual form (Pick,42)

motivation

the phenomena involved in the operation of incentives or drives

(Drever, 174)
stimuli may be made more or less reinforcing, or more or less aversive,

depending on such factors as the time elapsed since their last presentation

(Nevin, 37)

movement (by viewer)

simply by moving about, the organism changes the portion of the

environment with which it comes in contact; as the organism moves, the

things it sees and touches change --Held and Hein experiment, 1963

(Nevin, 47)
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Glossary perception

(continued) the process of becoming immediately aware of something;

usually employed of sense perception, when the thing of which

we become immediately aware is the object affecting a sense

organ; when that object is recognized or identified in any way

perception passes into apperception (Drever, 201 )
an active process, in the natural environment, of information seeking

and not simply a passive registration of energy (Warren/Carterette, 16)

the environment enables but does not force perception; the presence of a

physical basis for a perceivable is not a sufficient condition for perception

(Warren/Carterette, 13)

pictorial convention

a customary manner of representing people or objects in an

artwork (Hobbs, 341)

reinforcement

the operation ofpresenting a reinforcer when a response occurs

(Nevin, 40)
this operation is performed on responses, and we therefore speak of

reinforced responses, not organisms (Nevin, 40)

the term reinforcement has also often been applied to the process that

follows upon the reinforcement operation, namely, the increase in the

frequency of the response (Nevin,40)

reinforcer

the stimulus in the reinforcement operation (Nevin, 40)

response

that portion of all activities of the organism which is selected by
the experimenter to be measured and related to the stimulus

(Nevin, 6)
stimuli and responses can be defined operationally without reference to

one another, but it is the way in which responses depend on stimuli, the

relation between behavior and environment, that is of central interest

(Nevin, 6)

rhythm

a repetition of similar elements or features (Hobbs, 342)

selection

survival requires the ability to select perceivables on the basis of their

importance, but how the environment conditions a perceptual system to

pick up, for expample, affordances is not yet known; how a perceptual

ability develops within an individual, and once developed, how that ability

may be selectively utilized, is also not known (Warren/Carterette, 14)

14



Glossary selective synthesis

(continued) the selection manifested in a connected train of thought,

involving, as it does, the rejection of irrelevant associations,

where.apart trom the operation of a selective agency
- the aim

or goal such associations might as readily determine the ideas

in the mind as those whidh determine the apperance of the

relevant ideas (Drever, 257)

semantics

the scientific study, and detailed or critical investigation, or the

evolution of the meanings of words; the science ofmeaning

(Drever, 259)

semiotics

the study of signs and symbols

sensation

the ultimate and irreducible aspect or element of sense

perception, dependent upon the stimulus affecting a sense

receptor; really an abstraction, but generally discussed,

especially in physiology an psychophysics, as if it were an

elementary experience; the process of sensing (Drever, 259-60)

sensitization

an increase in elicited responding with successive stimulus

presentations (Nevin, 36)
the likelihood with which a particular stimulus produces a specified

response depends not only on what the stimulus is, but also the organism's

prior exposure to that stimulus (Nevin, 36)

repeated presentations of a stimulus modify the degree to which that

stimulus produces responses (Nevin, 36)

sensory compensation

because of the lack of vision, the blind obtain more practice in the use of

the remaining modalities, depend on them more, and therefore develop

better nonvisual perceptual abilities (Warren/Carterette, 84)

sensory process

the process, orprocesses, as a whole, underlying sensation;

theprocess, orprocesses, in the receptor (Drever,262)

sensory reinforcement

the phenomenon that illustrates the importance of sensory

stimuli that were once considered neutral, but temporarily

effective as a weak reinforcer (Nevin, 47)

stimulus that portion of the physical environment which is

selected by an experimenter to be presented or whithheld, or

otherwise varied systematically, in order to ascertain its effects

on behavior (Nevin, 6)
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Glossary syntax

(continued) relating to the formal aspects of design: line, shape, color,

texture, position

synthesis

the assembling of separate or subordinate parts into a whole:

opposed to analysis (Funk and Wagnalls, 1360)

tactile stimulation and motion

motion, including apparent motion, across the skin can improve

recognition, and often results in an impression of an object somewhat

detached from the skin (Kennedy/Carterette, 101)

translation

the translation of conceptual representations into concrete forms is one of

the main tasks of designers. Important mechanisms in this translation are

the graphic media such as section, schematic drawings, and elevations

These allow designers to move beyond many human memory-processing

limitations to consider effectively alternative design possibilities.

(Hooper/Carterette, 180)

unconsciousness

not having the characteristic of consciousness; the aggregate

of the dynamic elements constituting the personality, of some

of which the individualmay be aware as part of his make-up,

of others entirely unaware, but all structural, rather than process;

on process side, the inner mental dynamic, involvingprocesses

which are ot a different order from conscious processe, and as

such are incapable of becoming conscious processes, through

influencing, and modifying these in all sorts of ways, and , to

avoid confusion, better spoken of as endopsychic processes

(Drever, 301)
often wrongly applied to processes of the same order as conscious

processes but outside the field of personal awareness, which are more

appropriately termed subconscious or extraconscious (Drever, 301)

unity

the harmonious agreement ofparts or elements into one

united whole (Funk and Wagnalls, 1465)

varied experience

variation in stimulation creating arousing and meaningful effects

(Fiske and Maddi, 14)
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Appendix C

Display Panel Documentation
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be

homeless
Ln amen ca

Homelessness continues fo be an Amencjn

problem which is severely nsglfiCted al both Ihe

local and national levels To mosi. il is natural

lo ignore things thai are unpleasant and avoid

complex situations It is partly for this reason Ihat

[he number ol homeless people in Ihe United

States continues continue to grow The average

person does not even think about the silualion unlil

he is perhaps confronted by a homeless person on

the streets or views a report on the evening news

Even so. the problem seems separate and lar

removed Irom ihu
"average"

person's lile

Surprisingly, the majority ol homeless people

today were once
"average"

citizens also

The profile of homelessness has come a long

way from the stereotypical hobo associaled with

the 1930s Tod. iy the homeless population is

comprised ot m, ra u tng numhurs of women and

children, and highry *HJut:,a!i(d adults wilh degrees

and sometime', even obi

tMy *&* nmUonal solutions

tor^j Wm DUjBOAa houkJ occur on the commi i

*> a**r\ nmtMrrxaA avr Along wrth temporary

MlN Mflh as emergency shelters,

liny ry*nal atxjutd consider the following
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Appendix D

Project Manual Documentation



homeless

i 8 ^^js.',*si6*t :

llsl of objects

/t^S blanket

cardooard

p'asLc bag

,^fc\ newspaper

w
crate



object: cardboard

physical characteristics

Bat, bro*r. sF'jetLira,

M^ory atimulatlon

sight, tc-jcn, grel'.

ial uao to homelaes

shelter

activity overview

'.jtudents should be able to find a box large enough for them to fit

'nside Dunng a simulation, this may act as their shelter The

description ot the box shoulo include what it is like to be inside

ihe box, physically and emotionally.

^x

H

object: plastia bag

#
actlvtly overview

The Dlasnc garbage bag will be used to collect racyclables,
aluminum cans, plastics, or paper The money from the recycled

items will be donatod to your local shelter The bag could also be
used m constructing a shelter.

J



Appendix E

Interactive Computer Program Documentation



homeLe_as.
amer ica

interactive prograin

by
laurel 3i33or

\rmt*xtv

adurabo rmI aen

facts: today

many

homeless

are

women

and

children
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activities: getting started

obiect
ust'

blanKet

| plastic bagm
J _^f cardboard

ffTfl 'crate

V^ newspaper

| you will need these to do actMtiea later

choose an object to tlnd out more

activities: discussion questions

I wtiat are some causes ot homelessness?

' what type ot people are homeless today
compared to those during the Great
Depression?

why is homelessness such an

increasing problem today?

why should I help someone I

don't even know?

what are some long term solutions tor

homelessness? L
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Displayed Objects and Project Application
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Project evaluation

please answer the following questions
(comments are appreciated)

1. the display
panels

which features of this piece are most effective in conveying a message?

(circle one)

the found materials: wood, asphalt, metal . . .

the hand-written message side: "my name is Yvette Diaz .

the typed informational side: "to be homeless in america: causes, solutions

the combination of found material!

and visual/ verbal information

2. the project

manual

please check which design elements seem most appropriate for the topic

of homelessness?

I I recycled paper

I I sae of book

fi/1 torn edges

I I textured cover

ftKone color

(instead of full color)

] style of type

] newspaper quality images

irjr^handwritten sections

: ] style of icons and symbols

3. the interactive

computer

program

this interactive program uses color, scanned images/ textures,

and recorded sounds

do you think the nature of homelessness is communicated well through the

use of the computer?

noyes

4. all three pieces

combined

based on the theory that everyone learns differently (through seeing, hearing,

touching, etc.) do you agree that combining different mediums in this application

is an effective educational program for children?

additional

comments:

disagree

5
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project evaluation

please answer the following questions
(comments are appreciated)

1. the display
panels

which features of this piece are most effective in conveying a message?

(circle one)

tfij^fouru^materials: wood, asphalt, metal . . .

the hand-written message side: "my name is Yvette Diaz

the typed informational side: "to be homeless in america: causes, solutions

the combination of found materials
and visual/ verbal information

2. the project

manual

please check which design elements seem most appropriate for the topic

of homelessness?

I I recycled paper

I I size of book

P^j) torn edges

I I textured cover

j ] one color

(instead of full color)

] style of type

I | newspaper quality images

Q handwritten sections

I ] style of icons and symbols

3. the interactive

computer

program

this interactive program uses color, scanned images/ textures,

and recorded sounds

do you think the nature of homelessness is communicated well through the

use of the computer?

yes no

t)tc4A '\c

4. all three pieces

combined

based on the theory that everyone learns differently (through seeing, hearing,
touching, etc.) do you agree that combining different mediums in this application

is an effective educational program for children?

{gr
disagree

5

additional

comments:



project evaluation

please answer the following questions
(comments are appreciated)

1. the display

panels

which features of this piece are most effective in conveying a message?

(circle one)

the found materials: wood, asphalt, metal . . .

the hand-written message side: "my name is Yvette Di;

the typed informational side: "to be homeless in america: causes, solutions

the combination of found materials

and visual/ verbal information

2. the project

manual

please check which design elements seem most appropriate for the topic

of homelessness?

I I recycled paper

I I size of book

I I torn edges

[ ] textured cover

ofone color
(instead of full color)

] style of type

fJ7j newspaper quality images

f/l handwritten sections

j ] style of icons and symbols

3. the interactive

computer

program

this interactive program uses color, scanned images/ textures,

and recorded sounds

do you think the nature of homelessness is communicated well through the

use of the computer?

(/ yes ) no

4. all three pieces

combined

based on the theory that everyone learns differently (through seeing, hearing,
touching, etc.) do you agree that combining different mediums in this application

is an effective educational program for children?

disagree

5

additional

comments
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project evaluation

please answer the following questions
(comments are appreciated)

1. the display

panels

which features of this piece are most effective in conveying a message?

(circle one)

the found materials: wood, asphalt, metal . . .

the hand-written message side: "my name is Yvette Diaz

f^Tfietyped informational side: "to be homeless in america: causes, solution^

the combination of found materials

and visual/ verbal information

2. the project

manual

please check which design elements seem most appropriate for the topic

of homelessness?

I I recycled paper

I I size of book

I I torn edges

I I textured cover

| ] one color

(instead of full color)

j ] style of type

j ) newspaper quality images

^Z\ J handwritten sections

I ] style of icons and symbols

3. the interactive

computer

program

4. all three pieces

combined

this interactive program uses color, scanned images/ textures,

and recorded sounds

do you think the nature of homelessness is communicated well through the

use of the computer?

yes
f-jno*55^

based on the theory that everyone learns differently (through seeing, hearing,
touching, etc.) do you agree that combining different mediums in this application

is an effective educational program for children?

agree

&
disagree

5

additional .

D

comments:
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project evaluation

please answer the following questions
(comments are appreciated)

1. the display
panels

which features of this piece are most effective in conveying a message?

(circle one)

the found materials: wood, asphalt, metal . . .

the hand-written message side: "mv name is YvetteDia7

the typed informational side: "to be homeless in america: causes, solutions

the combination of found materials
and visual/ verbal information

2. the project

manual

please check which design elements seem most appropriate for the topic

of homelessness?

I I recycled paper

I I size of book

K torn edges

f] textured cover

| ] one color

(instead of full color)

I I style of type

I I newspaper quality images

] handwritten sections

I I style of icons and symbols

3. the interactive

computer

program

this interactive program uses color, scanned images/ textures,
and recorded sounds

do you think the nature of homelessness is communicated well through the

use of the computer?

C yes/ no

4. all three pieces

combined

based on the theory that everyone learns differently (through seeing, hearing,
touching, etc.) do you agree that combining different mediums in this application

is an effective educational program for children?

additional

disagree

5
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